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Chapter 3  

3 MODEL INVESTIGATION 

The traditional strategies and advanced strategies of cost allocations were discussed 

in proceeded chapters. This chapter investigates the strategies suitable to achieve 

targeted objectives. The following key factors are needed to be addressed in the 

proposed methodology.  

 Ensuring of collecting the allowed revenue to the DL assured through 

the tariff methodology provided by the regulator.  

 Consumer should be charged only up to the level of burden imposed 

by him on the infrastructure. 

 Should provide price signals on efficient use of infrastructure.  

3.1 Allocation of Fixed Costs 

It is obvious that traditional methodologies are not suitable to achieve the objectives 

above. The advanced strategies discussed are basically MW-mile methodology or its 

derivations. These strategies require either advanced metering to trace the load and 

current and knowledge of line parameters to compute the costs allocation for each 

(node) customer. However the problem arises whether Sri Lanka can adopt these 

strategies. The MW-mile or Amp-mile methodologies suggested allocation of fixed 

cost for each bus of the system. Practically, in distribution systems number of load 

busses are very much high compared to a transmission network. Therefore the 

calculation is also complex even if all load data and network parameters are known. 

Further there is a partial advanced metering infrastructure (AMI).These factors lead 

to the assumption that the location factors within the asset base shall be constant for 

all the customers who uses the asset at particular time. 

Once the location changes within the asset base, are not concerned, the remaining 

best option is the time based pricing. The strategies discussed are location based and 
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do not provide efficient price signals on time based utilization of the asset. The 

argument formation is discussed in the subsequent subsection. 

3.1.1 Formation of argument 

The revenue to be collected on utilization of the asset base shall be based on both the 

magnitude of the demand and the duration of the particular load applied. In other 

words, an asset is underutilized unless the full load is applied 24 hours.  

Accordingly for a given load curve the cost allocation can be divided in to the 

following parts 

 Cost for utilized asset 

 Cost for reserved asset but which is not utilized. 

The allocation of cost of asset can be based on both. 

Let us consider the following hypothetical cases 

3.1.1.1 Case 1 

The consumer A is fed by a dedicated feeder having a capacity of 1 MVA of which 

the fixed cost of asset is CF,d [LKR/ day] with a load curve shown in Figure 3-1. The 

feeder arrangement is shown in Figure 3-2.  

Since the feeder is dedicated the total cost has to be recovered from A regardless his 

load curve. But actually A utilizes 0.25 days at 100 %.  
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Figure 3-1 Load curve of a hypothetical customer A 
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3.1.1.2 Case 2 

Suppose a new consumer B having a demand as in Figure 3-4, is added to the feeder 

in Case 1. Now the feeder capacity was augmented in to 2 MVA making 2 CF,d with 

changing the new feeder arrangement as shown in Figure 3-3. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-4 Hypothetical load curves of customer A and B 

Since the feeder is dedicated the total cost has to be recovered from A and B. In this 

scenario the 2CF,d shall be collected based both on magnitude and the time 

considering their load curves. Since the asset utilization varies with the load, daily 
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fixed cost of the asset shall be recovered according to the demand requirements of 

the loads. 

Fixed cost up to 1MVA is required to bear by both A and B. 

The customer A shall contribute to recover both  

 Fixed cost utilized up to 0 - 1 MVA and  

 the cost of unutilized asset up to 0 – 1 MVA 

But only the customer B shall contribute to recover both 

 cost of asset utilized up to from 0 - 2 MVA (including 0-1 MVA)and   

 the cost of unutilized asset up to 0 – 2 MVA (including 0-1 MVA) 

The strategies discussed in Chapter 2 do not ensure the requirement mentioned 

above. If location variation is not considered, the loads are distinguished only by 

time and capacity used. That is ensuring of collection of fixed cost from a customer 

only up to the exact extent of his impact to the network, shall be further investigated. 

The proposed cost allocation method is discussed below. 

The distribution networks are designed primarily to handle currents and current flow 

corresponds to the thermal capacity limits of a line or asset. The flow of the current is 

not conveniently measured. But designed voltage of the network can be considered to 

be maintained within regulated values such that it can be considered that the entire 

network is at its rated voltage. Thus rating of a network asset can be made in terms of 

apparent power while the instantaneous utilization of the asset can be measured in 

terms of apparent power. The apparent power is conveniently measurable in terms of 

active and reactive power.  

The term ‘power’ is instantaneous. Further, apparent power is a vector which cannot 

be added without considering the direction. Therefore strictly speaking the some sort 

of average value of power has to be considered. This average value can be calculated 

using active/reactive energy flow/ consumption over a known period of time interval 

T. The variable T can be selected as per the required resolution in time (such as hour, 

thirty minutes etc). When the utilization of an asset over a period is considered, unit 
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of costing of fixed cost shall be per apparent energy during the tth time period. But 

the recovery of this cost of apparent power can be made only from output active 

energy component or both from output active and output reactive energy 

components. The mathematical derivation for time based cost variation of fixed costs 

will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

3.2 Allocation of Losses 

The limitations in application of location based pricing discussed in the section 3.1, 

are also used for allocation of cost of energy loss. Accordingly, allocation of cost of 

losses is also bounded to only the variation of time. However it should be noted that 

the basic traditional methodology of averaging cost of losses does not fulfill the 

objectives of the study. Therefore in this time based pricing, it is proposed to use the 

strategy, which assumes loss is proportional to the square of apparent power as 

discussed in subsection 2.2.3.2. The mathematical derivation of this strategy will be 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

  


